
Hello Crossroads family!  We have missed all of you greatly as the COVID-19 pandemic has changed how

businesses conduct their daily operations all around the world.  We know how uncertain this time is, and

that is why we value the trust you place in us.  We hope everyone continues to stay safe, content and

happy, as well as maintain a healthy (and somewhat isolated) lifestyle.  We encourage you to continue

practicing safe, social distancing and to implement the most recent orders by the state and federal

government.  Because of the climate in the world over the past few months with the pandemic, our monthly

newsletter took an unfortunate break, however, now WE ARE BACK!!!  There is no telling for sure when

we will fully be “back to normal” and what that new normal will look like.  However, in the meantime, we

are working hard to keep you updated!  We cannot wait to get back in the office and meet face-to-face

again.  Until then, it is important to establish re-opening procedures that encompass the safest and most

efficient practices possible of staying and remaining well.  Please remember that we are in this together as

we all continue to learn, regroup, and adjust to this new and unexpected time in our lives.  God Bless.
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WE ARE BACK!WE ARE BACK!WE ARE BACK!

https://www.facebook.com/crossroadsyouthandfamilyservices/?ref=page_internal
https://twitter.com/crossroadsyfsok


Running out of things to do at home? Bring out your inner artist and/or baker

with these neat projects. In all the free time that we have experienced the past

few months, it is hard not to catch yourself sitting around the house feeling lazy

or stir-crazy! These helpful activities are ones that you and the whole family are

sure to enjoy, and all at a low cost. 

Nominate your next Super

Star of the Month!

Email Shannon Yousey:

shannony@crossroadsyfs.com

EVERYTHING  YOU  NEED  TO  KNOW  

ABOUT  QUARANTINE -LIVING :  

Take a scroll through our

Creative COVID Corner...

Need a reprieve? Take a stroll through 

SWEET  TREATS ,  DIY  CRAFTS

 &  GARDENING
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Need a reprieve?



What is the key to passing time while stuck at home,

you ask? Baking. Baking is the best go-to activity

when you want to take your mind off stressful

situations, and what is more stressful than a world-

wide pandemic?! This yummy hobby is actually

proven to be a stress reliever, due to the feeling of

accomplishment when that oven beeps, and it is

ready for you to devour! 

Sharing your baked goods is a form of

altruism.

Altruism is the act of self-sacrifice.

You're in control of everything.

Baking allows you to apply your

own creativity; freedom to

customize!

Baking requires you to follow directions.

Directions call for patience and

concentration.

Below are a few benefits of baking:

8x8 inch dish

Electric mixer (mixing bowl and whisk is fine)

Spatula

Non-stick spray (Pam)

Sprinkles

 Preheat your oven to 350 degrees then spray your dish with non-stick spray

 In a bowl, combine cream cheese, vanilla, and egg

To begin, you will need the following supplies:

Now, the sprinkles are optional, but if you really want your dessert to pop, toss on some sprinkles and

powdered sugar to satisfy the tummy AND the eyes!! 

Next...the directions!  Below are steps you will need to follow in order to make a delicious treat everyone

can enjoy.

HOW TO:

1.

2.

SUGAR COOKIE 

CHEESECAKE BITES:
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Make anybody's mouth water with this yummy treat!

Are you a sugar cookie fan...or a cheesecake fan?

How about both?  In that case, you are no longer

stuck choosing between the two desserts.  These

sugar cookie cheesecake bites will satisfy your sweet

tooth instantly.  Bonus: It is 2 for 1.  Not to mention,

the process is so easy that your dog can be your sous

chef!  How is that for simplicity? 

Let's get started! 

INGREDIENTS

Sugar Cookie Dough

Egg

Cream Cheese

Vanilla Extract

AMOUNT

16.5 oz. tube

1

8 oz. box

1 tbsp

HUNGRYHUNGRYHUNGRY
ANYONE...?ANYONE...?ANYONE...?



The paint should be at a consistency to where it

flows off the stick when lifted up.

Paint pouring is one of the best things you can do while in

quarantine.  This is so much fun to create and watch as the

patterns lay on the canvas differently every time.  The

process may seem over-whelming, but what is fun about this

project is that it is not too hard, and once you get the hang of

it...you will not be able to stop!  First, set up your work

surface with protection.  Second, grab 3-4 plastic cups, and

place the cups upside down so your canvas can lay on them,

allowing the paint to drip of the edges as it dries.

POURING MIXTURE:

Mix 1:1 ratio of acrylic paint and pouring medium in each

individual cup.  Add water & stir with stirring stick. 

Now, when it comes to the act of pouring, you have several

options!  The most common (and simplest) technique

recommended is called the "Flip Cup" technique. 

The dough on top will rise and cover the cream cheese mixture

Cool for at least 1 hour for best results 

3. Cut the roll of sugar cookie dough in half

4. Press one half of the dough into the bottom of the dish for the "crust"

5. Pour cream cheese mixture made before, over the crust

6. The other half of the cookie dough will be flat chunks placed evenly over the top

of the cream cheese (cheesecake) mixture. 

7. Pop that bad boy in the oven for 30 minutes or until crust appears golden

 Pour each individual color into a separate cup, as shown

below

 Grab your canvas, placing it upside down on the separate

cup with all the colors 

 Flip the canvas and the cup together, holding the canvas

and cup with each hand

You could also just quickly flip the cup over on the

canvas, if you feel confident enough

 Lift the cup, tilt the canvas, and place it on the cups to let

the paint drip and dry on the edges

1.

2.

3.

4.

UP NEXT...
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Acrylic paint colors of your

choice

Pouring medium (Floetrol)

Plastic cups

Water

WHAT YOU WILL NEED: Stirring sticks

Canvas  (your  size choice)

Gloves to protect hands

Newspaper/plastic

sheets to protect work

area

FLIP CUP TECHNIQUE:

ACRYLIC POURACRYLIC POURACRYLIC POUR   

PAINTINGPAINTINGPAINTING

Retrieved from: smartschoolhouse.com

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/278801033170752466/
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 Thriller

This is your centerpiece plant that is tall, bright, and

your attention-getter

 Filler

Foliage or flowering plants work best by

complimenting your thriller; texturally and colorfully 

 Spiller

Place preferred spillers towards the edge of the plant

for the "spill" effect; softening the edges and unifying

your masterpiece

First things first, let's learn about the three different plants that

will work together to create a pot that screams: pizzazz! 

1.

2.

3.

Creating a flower pot or garden is a lot of fun because it adds

dimension to your front or back yard.  This project allows your

creativity to come alive due to the wide range of flowers and

plants you can bring together to create something that will bring

life and color to your yard! 

Now grab a pot of your choice, planting soil, and whatever

thriller, filler, and spiller plants your heart desires and get your

green thumb on!!

HAVE FUN!!!

GOOD LUCK!!! 

LAST BUT NOT LEAST...

Retrieved from: feltmagnet.com

Retrieved from:

https://www.swansonsnursery.com/blog/simple-container-design-tricks

LOOK! FROMLOOK! FROM

BAILEY'S OWNBAILEY'S OWN

BACKYARD...BACKYARD...  

How have you

been spending

your time?

Share with us!

& HAVE FUN

HOW TO CREATE AHOW TO CREATE AHOW TO CREATE A   

BEAUTIFUL FLOWERBEAUTIFUL FLOWERBEAUTIFUL FLOWER

POTPOTPOT
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WE YOU!

A BIG, WARM thank you to Bailey Smith - Crossroads' Work Study Intern for

working hard throughout the month of June to create this new and improved

newsletter.  May her time and effort put forth bring you, the reader, joy and leave you

with a smile on your face.  

JULY BIRTHDAYSJULY BIRTHDAYSJULY BIRTHDAYS
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!HAPPY BIRTHDAY!HAPPY BIRTHDAY!


